Innovations in intralogistics:
Experiences of small and
medium-sized enterprises

Ideas that move the world . . .

The Hanel Rotomat ® principle

The Hanel Lean-Lift ® principle

‘Vertical carousel technology’ – simply
ingenious!

The automated ‘high-bay warehouse
in a cabinet’

Each Hanel Rotomat® is designed according to the triedand-tested Ferris wheel model (vertical carousel principle)
which means: goods to man and not man to goods:

The Hanel Lean-Lift® is both storage rationalization and goods
protection in one. At the centre of the ‘cabinet’ is a computercontrolled positioning lift – called the ‘extractor’.

This saves time!

In front of it and behind it are the storage shelves. This is
where the articles are stored in containers in height optimized
positions.

The compact construction enables up to 60 % more
storage capacity to be created on a minimal footprint
by making use of the available room height:

This saves costs!

The storage locations are accessed automatically under
electronic control by the extractor. It stores or retrieves the
requested container. The operator works comfortably in the
retrieval area where the goods are presented at the correct
ergonomic height.

Hanel storage systems: A cost-efficient solution
that will convince you too!

For over 50 years the name Hanel
has stood for high-quality products in
the storage technology sector
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With Hanel storage systems we offer you first-class
high-tech systems for storage organization and
materials handling that save time, storage space and
costs and result in substantially improved workflow.
Hanel storage systems make optimal use of the available room heights. This produces maximum storage
capacity on a minimal footprint. Costly warehousing
space can therefore be saved.
Goods to man is the motto instead of man to goods.
Hanel storage systems bring the requested items
automatically to the retrieval area in record time. This
means access times are radically reduced.
The state-of-the-art Hanel microprocessor control
systems already have the complete storage management package included so no additional PC is
required.
Naturally it is possible for Hanel microprocessor
controllers to be integrated into existing corporate
networks and to communicate with in-house
computer systems.
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‘Hanel's price-performance ratio
was the deciding factor!’
Mr. Christian Adam
Production planning

Four Hanel Lean-Lifts ® as a central store
containing finished parts for final assembly

Since 1970 Pister Kugelhähne
GmbH has been one of the most
productive and innovative manufacturers of valves for all sectors
of industry (high-pressure, shutoff and control valves as well as
plate and solenoid valves).

Location:

Pis ter Kug elh ähn e Gm bH
764 61 Mu gge nst urm

Employees:

22 0

Company:

The high-speed storage lifts are
networked with the customer's
own computer system and the
Lean-Lifts® are networked with
each other to enable rapid access
to all the required parts with continuous inventory control.

Ind ust rial val ves
®
Lea n-L ifts
Storage systems: 4 Han el
Fin ish ed par ts for
Goods stored:
pro duc tio n

Business:

Rapid access to finished parts buffered
for final assembly

4 Hanel Lean-Lifts® as a control store

4 Hanel Lean-Lifts® make up the
backbone of the central store.
Finished parts from the production
department are buffered and then
retrieved for final assembly on a
job-by-job basis.
Work orders are recorded and
stored by barcode scanner.

Optimal integration of the Hanel Lean-Lifts® with the IT system
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The storage lifts at Pister were
painted in the company's colors
to give an optimal match with
the existing corporate design.

‘The Hanel control concept
offers maximum flexibility!’
Mr. Jürgen Thelen
Head of Sales and
Service Europe

Optimal spare parts supply to ROMI's
specialist dealers thanks to transparent storage
in 2 Hanel Lean-Lifts ®
The Brazilian parent company of
ROMI Europa holds a leading position in its business segments:
machine tools, injection molding
machines, ultra-fine boring tools
and raw and processed cast
parts.
ROMI Europa in Germany supplies
dealers with spare parts such as
spindles, belts, sensors and many
other articles. Two Hanel LeanLifts® are integrated in the presentation hall of the German subsidiary.

All the storage locations are defined
in the enterprise resource planning
system. The various articles can
then be retrieved quickly and
without error.
Orders are processed directly in the
packing department so that they
can be dispatched to the customer
at top speed.

Company:
Location:

ROM I Euro pa Gmb H
645 21 Groß -Ger au

Employees:

8

Business:

Inve stme nt good s
Mac hine tools

Storage systems: 2 Hane l Lean -Lift s ®
Goods stored:
Spare part s for mach ine
tools

The design of the Hanel LeanLifts® blends seamlessly into the
modern image projected by ROMI
Europa.

Clearly arranged, protected
spare parts storage

2 Hanel Lean-Lifts® in the presentation hall for machines

Storage right by the packing station minimizes legwork
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‘Work time slashed by tool storage
directly in the production hall!’
Mr. Harald Bierth
Head of Production

The Hanel Lean-Lift ® – a high-tech tool store
for the production of precision components

Location:

bH
Mü ller Prä zisi ons teil e Gm
90 60 2 Pyr bau m

Employees:

10 0

Company:

Business:

e car s,
Aut om oti ve sup plie r, rac
g
erin
ine
eng
me cha nic al

Ergonomic retrieval of
the requested parts

®

Lea n-L ifts
®
Storage systems: 2 Han el
rial
1 Han el Rot om at ind ust
carous el
Too ls for CN C ma chi nes
Goods stored:

Optimal storage of tools in widely
varying sizes

Müller Präzisionsteile manufactures a wide range of components for the race car industry.
Racing series such as Formula
One are supplied with high-tech
components from the Müller
production line.
Tool preparation is the central
department that provisions the
respective processing centers
with the necessary tools. For this
reason 2 Hanel Lean-Lifts® are
installed centrally in the production hall.
Cutters, lathe heads and small
tools – all these components are
stored in a protected environment.
Quick and convenient access to
the tools was one of the criteria
for purchasing the Hanel LeanLifts®. The minimal floorspace
requirements thanks to vertical
storage was the deciding factor
that enabled all the tools to be
stored centrally.
Storage of tools for CNC processing right in the tool preparation section
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‘Space-saving storage and
high-speed access to the stored articles!’
Mr. Michael Krocker
Warehouseman

Whether it's files or boxes for assorted parts –
the Hanel Rotomat ® makes space

The Schaper company is an
innovative craftsmen's enterprise
that acts as a service provider in
the electrical and electronics
sector.
A Hanel Rotomat® right in the production hall ensures that small
parts are stored in an orderly and
protected environment and can
be fed to the assembly workers
quickly.
A second Hanel Rotomat® is used
as a file archive. The lockable

sliding door protects important
documents from unauthorized
access.
The variable dividers inside the
Hanel Rotomats® enable them to be
used for very different purposes.
Shelves for storage boxes and files,
and shelves with drawers of varied
dimensions are available.
The space-saving storage and
high-speed access were the
factors that convinced the Schaper
company.

Company:
Location:

Schaper Elektrote chnik GmbH & Co. KG
32052 Herford

Employees:

40

Business:

Installat ion, electrica l goods

Storage systems: 2 Hanel Rotomat ® industria l carousel s
Goods stored:
Small parts and files

Small parts storage in
plastic boxes
Storage of diverse articles thanks to variable
shelf compartments

Storage of components right by the assembly line reduces legwork
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‘Used both as spare parts stores and archives –
Hanel storage systems have proved their worth!’
Mr. Andreas Schlüter
Chief Executive

Printing shops benefit from the vast and versatile
storage capacity of the Hanel storage systems

For eight decades the Schlüter
print shop in Schönebeck, SaxonyAnhalt, has been the expert to
contact when it comes to
printing.

Company:
Location:
Employees:
Business:
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They specialize in the production
of pharmaceutical packaging.
This presents various application
possibilities for Hanel storage
systems.
One Lean-Lift® is used to store
the printing plates for flexographic
printing machines, right in
the printing room where they are
needed.
The plates are kept safe and
protected close to the printing
presses.

Another Lean-Lift®, also integrated
in the production department, is
used as a spare parts store for the
printing machines. Close proximity,
quick access and space-saving
storage right in the production hall
bring obvious benefits.
In addition to this, work orders
and files at the Schlüter company
are archived in the administrative
building in 6 Hanel Rotomat® office
carousels.
With the Hanel microprocessor
control units, these documents
can be rushed to the production
planning department at any time if
they are needed. Time-consuming
searches for documents are a
thing of the past.

Storage of film rolls
for flexoprinting

Spare parts storage right next to the printing machines
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Order archiving in the Hanel Rotomat® office carousel

‘Maximum storage capacity on a minimal foot-print
and 1,000 kg/2,208 lbs payload per container!’
Mr. Wolfgang Eckmayer
Plastics process engineer

The Hanel Lean-Lift ® – the perfect store
for heavy tools

Specializing in plastics and injection molding, the Foddis company
offers special-purpose solutions
for a wide range of trades with
all the advantages of a modern
service enterprise.
The state-of-the-art machinery
needs to be set up with injection
molding tools. Previously these
were stored in long rows of racks.

side but above each other and are
brought to the retrieval point automatically when needed.
There they are transported from
the Hanel transport trolley to the
machines by crane.
With a total capacity of 60 tons
the Hanel Lean-Lift® is ideal for
this job.

Company:

Fod dis
Tec hni cal inje ctio n mo ldin
g
par ts

Location:

89 281 Alt ens tad t/ Ille r

Employees:

19

®

Now a Hanel Lean-Lift takes over
this task. The tools, which weigh
up to a ton, are stored not side by

Business:

Inje ctio n-m old ed pla stic
par ts
Storage systems: 1 Han el
Lea n-L ift ®
Goods stored:
Inje ctio n mo ldin g too ls

1,000 kg/2,208 lbs payload
per container

Huge space savings thanks to upward storage

Tools are retrieved by crane
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‘The variable storage compartments and
intuitive handling convinced us!’
Mr. Helmut Kamml
Plant Manager

2 Lean-Lifts ® in different production areas provide
transparent and space-saving storage for standardized
components and spare parts
Konrad Harter GmbH operates
its own design and development
department in the field of custom
machine engineering.
Its main focus is special-purpose
equipment for the automotive and
semiconductor industries.

Location:

Kon rad Har ter
Ma sch ine nba u Gm bH
821 78 Puc hhe im

Employees:

14

Company:

2 Hanel Lean-Lifts® in 2 different
production areas are used to
provision standardized components, spare parts and work
orders.

Storage management is already
integrated in the Hanel microprocessor control systems. So an
optimal overview of inventory is
possible at all times without the
need for any further PCs.
Short distances to the Production
department, variable container
divisions and the intuitive handling
of the Hanel microprocessor controllers were convincing arguments
in favor of Hanel Lean-Lifts®.

Me cha nic al eng ine erin g
®
Lea n-L ifts
Storage systems: 2 Han el
Sta nda rd com pon ent s,
Goods stored:
wo rk ord ers , spa re par ts

Business:

Standard components and spare parts for production

Decentralized storage at the assembly stations

All the parts are selected and
brought to the operator quickly
and reliably using the Hanel
microprocessor control units.

Job-specific order
picking
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The excellent price-performance
ratio also played a decisive role
here.

‘After intensive research we decided there was
only one choice for us – Hanel Rotomat ®!’
Mr. Günther
Plant Manager

Shorter setup times due to ESD-approved storage
of electronic components in the production hall

The Mikrolab company develops
sub-assemblies for digital technology. It carries out development
for customers and also manufactures its own products.

The component data are entered
and movements booked by barcode scanner. This ensures that an
overview of the inventory situation
is guaranteed at all times.

It needs to store large amounts
of electronic components for pc
board assembly.

After detailed Internet research,
Mikrolab selected Hänel Büro- und
Lagersysteme as their partner
because of their market position.

A Hanel Rotomat® industrial carousel with shelves coated in antistatic paint and fitted with varied
dividers and inserts is used as a
central store. The setup times for
the production machines have
been slashed as a result.

Company:

Mikrolab Gmb H

Location:

9076 6 Fürt h

Employees:

50

Business:

Elec tron ics
Storage systems: 1 Hane l Roto mat ® indu
stria l
caro usel
Goods stored:
Elec tron ic com pone nts
SMD

The production area has been
increased since space was saved
by replacing the conventional
rack systems.
Data entry by
barcode scanner
Antistatic storage of SMD electronic
components in the Hanel Rotomat®
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‘The excellent Hanel quality
clinched it for us!’
Mr. Walter Klaus
Technical Manager

Efficient storage management thanks to
the connection of Hanel microprocessor controllers
to the enterprise resource planning system

Company:

Wittman n Robot Systeme GmbH

Location:

90571 Schwaig

Employees:

106

Business:

Mechani cal engineer ing

Storage systems: 2 Hanel Lean-Lift s
Goods stored:

The Wittmann Robot Systems
company, a globally active manufacturer, offers a complete and
innovative portfolio of peripheral
devices for the plastics industry.
Its program includes robots and
automation equipment, automatic
materials supply and drying, plus
recycling of plastics, as well as
tool tempering and cooling.
Faced with the challenge of storing electrical drives, spare parts
and electronic sub-assemblies
for the production of robotic
systems – 2 Hanel Lean-Lifts®
proved the ideal solution for the
central store.

Details of electronic sub-assemblies are entered by barcode scanner

®

Spare parts

Integration of the storage
units with the IT system

Data entry by barcode scanner
and the connection of the Hanel
microprocessor control units to
the in-house computer system
guarantee efficient storage
management.
The high standard of quality
demonstrated by the Hanel LeanLifts® was critical for Wittmann's
decision in favor of Hänel Büround Lagersysteme.

Storage of spare parts such as drives for robot systems
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‘The variable compartments in the Hanel
Rotomat ® is perfect for our inventory!’
Mr. Andreas Müller
Chief Executive

The wide choice of dimensions for the Hanel Rotomat ®
industrial carousels offers the right solution for every
size of company
Andreas Müller Electronic GmbH
is a small company that has been
developing and manufacturing
electronic sub-assemblies for
industrial applications for over ten
years.
Its main focus is as a service
provider in the field of printed
circuit board assembly. 2 Hanel
Rotomat® industrial carousels,
placed centrally in the production
hall, act as a store for a wide
range of components.

Defining the storage locations of
the respective articles in the enterprise resource planning system
means that they can be found
quickly and reliably.
Like other companies, Andreas
Müller was able to gain more area
for production by installing this
space-saving system.
A good example proving that
Hanel storage systems can be used
efficiently in small manufacturing
workshops.

The variable dividers and inserts
for the shelves are ideal for this
purpose. With the lockable sliding
doors, sensitive electronic subassemblies can be buffered in a
protected and dust-free environment.

Company:

Andreas Müller
Electron ic GmbH

Location:

41849 Wassenb erg-Birg elen

Employees:

12

Business:

Printed circuit board assembly

Storage systems: 2 Hanel Rotomat ® industria l
carousel s
Goods stored:

Electron ic compone nts and
tools

Protected storage of electronic components

Enlargement of the production area thanks to economization of space

Articles are found quickly and easily
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‘The robust construction of the Hanel Lean-Lift ®
meets our requirements exactly!’
Mr. Johann Schreiner
Head of Assembly

Incoming goods, production and dispatch –
Hanel Lean-Lifts ® are in use everywhere

For more than 30 years the Cartool
company has been producing
special-purpose and customized
tools and machines primarily for
the automotive industry.

Location:

CA RTO OL Gm bH
851 31 Pol len feld

Employees:

13 0

Company:

3 storage areas are provisioned
exclusively by Hanel storage
systems. Articles and components are buffered in a Lean-Lift®
in the incoming goods department.

Another Lean-Lift® stands in the
production hall where jigs and
clamping tools are stored next to
the production machines.
Finished products and spare
parts are stored in 4 Lean-Lifts®
and made ready for dispatch.
Another example of the many
applications for Hanel storage
systems.

Spe cia l too ls for mo tor
veh icle s
®
Lea n-L ifts
Storage systems: 6 Han el
rd
Jig s, bou ght -in and sta nda
Goods stored:
and
d
she
fini
as
par ts as wel l
sem i-fi nis hed pro duc ts

Business:

Production

Incoming goods

Dispatch
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‘The market position of the Hanel company
was the crucial factor!’
Mr. Alberto Petrella
Chief Executive

Space gained by transparent and protected storage
of surgical instruments in the Hanel Lean-Lift ®

Since 1963 the company of
Tontarra Medizintechnik GmbH
has been producing and selling
surgical and medical instruments.

All storage and retrieval operations are logged directly at the
control units and compared with
the enterprise resource planning
system.

The business is based in the
modern production plant close to
Tuttlingen.

The market position of the Hanel
company was the reason for
deciding to develop this spacesaving storage solution in
conjunction with the Hanel
specialists.

The conventional rack storage in
which the surgical instruments
used to be housed was replaced
by 3 Hanel Lean-Lifts®.

Company:
Location:

Tont arra Med izint echn ik Gmb H
78573 Wur mlin gen

Employees:

60

Business:

®

These Lean-Lifts accommodate
the instruments in a clearly
arranged, protected environment.
They can be retrieved and brought
to the dispatch department
conveniently, quickly and ergonomically.

Med ical tech nology
Storage systems: 3 Hane l Lean -Lift s ®
Goods stored:
Surg ical instr ume nts

Connection to the ERP
system

Transparent storage of surgical instruments

Perfect integration of the Hanel Lean-Lifts®
in the intralogistics
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‘Whether it’s tools or Euro pallets –
Hanel offers the optimal storage solution!’
Mr. Stefan Kempf
Chief Executive

Two Hanel Lean-Lifts ® as pallet and materials stores
with access through multiple floors

The Norbert Kempf company in
St. Ingbert specializes in the
production of customized, highprecision individual and serial
parts using state-of-the-art techniques and processing centers.
The workpieces range from
simple turned parts to sophisti-

Location:

Nor ber t Kem pf
CN C-Tech nik Gm bH
66 38 6 St. Ing ber t

Employees:

50

Company:

There is a retrieval point on each of
the two floors. This guarantees
access to the stored items on each
level.
The second Lean-Lift® is also integrated over two floors with two
retrieval points and is used as a
pallet store. Euro-pallets loaded

Ma nufact ure of pre cis ion
com pon ent s
®
Lea n-L ift
®
Storage systems: 1 Han el
pal let sto re
ift
1 Han el Lea n-L
CN C too ls and pro duc ts
Goods stored:

Business:

Perfect integration in the company’s modern
building on the second floor
Replenishing the Hanel Lean-Lift® pallet store on the ground floor

cated components that are processed on multiple axes and supplied to the hydraulic, pneumatic,
construction-machinery and automotive industries.
Two Hanel Lean-Lifts® are in
operation at Kempf. One of
these Lean-Lifts® is used for
storing tools and consumable
supplies.

Requesting articles via the Hanel microprocessor controller

14

with components are buffered
here for the dispatch department
and sent to the quality control
section on the first floor. So it
serves not only as a store but
also as a means of transport.
The lifts were painted at the
Hanel factory in the company
colors. So they blend into the
modern building perfectly.

‘After extensive market research
we decided on Hanel!’
Mr. Thomas Ernst (Dipl.-Ing.)
Head of Design

Hanel Lockomat ® and Hanel Lean-Lift ® –
two systems for perfect, secure tool storage

Ernst + Landerer in Balzhausen
have been producers of cast parts
since 1968 and process these on
state-of-the-art CNC processing
centers.
They specialize in the field of
precision aluminum die casting
and the machining of the cast
parts.
The tools for cutting and machining are stored in a Hanel LeanLift®. If several tools are required,
they can be carried to the processing machines together with
the storage container on the
Hanel transporter.

Small tools are stored in the Hanel
Lockomat® in a protected environment. They are kept safe behind
mechanically locking compartment
doors. When the tool number is
entered, the LED display integrated
in the work counter indicates the
exact storage location. Only this
compartment door can be opened.
The Hanel Lockomat® guarantees
safe and secure access!

Company:

Erns t + Land erer Leich tmet allgieß erei Gmb H & Co. KG

Location:

864 83 Balz haus en

Employees:

65

Business:

Cast ing and mach ining
Storage systems: 1 Hane l Lean -Lift ®
1 Hane l Lockoma t ®
Goods stored:
Tool s and equi pme nt

Storage location defined in the enterprise
resource planning system

Optimal goods protection thanks to
mechanically locked compartment doors
on the Hanel Lockomat®

Retrieval of tools using
the Hanel transporter
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‘The good reputation and excellent customer
care made it easy for us to choose Hanel!’
Mr. Pries
Operations Director

Optimalintegration of Hanel industrial carousels
in the production of high-tech hearing aids
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Company:

The Interton Electronic hearing aid
company has its roots in Bergisch
Gladbach, Germany. For over 40
years Interton Electronic has been
developing, designing and producing hearing aid systems to the
highest technical standard. Today
Interton Electronic is a global
player with business partners in
more than 50 countries throughout the world.
It uses two Hanel Rotomats® to
store components and hearing
aids for the production department.
The interior fittings, such as
drawers for example, are perfect
for this application.

Once an order has been entered,
the components are retrieved using
a barcode scanner and conveyed
to the assembly station.
Another Hanel Rotomat® in the
outgoing goods department stores
the finished hearing aids in a protected environment until they are
dispatched. Rationalized workflow,
definition of fixed storage locations
and the reduced floor space requirements are convincing arguments
for the installation of Hanel
Rotomats®.
In the final analysis, however, it
was the excellent reputation of the
Hanel company that clinched the
deal with Interton Electronic.

Finished products are packed
for dispatch

Optimized manufacture
with parts storage close
to the production line
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Storage of microparts
in drawers with
telescopic runners

The Hanel product portfolio – the right solution
for every need!

Rotomat ® office carousel

Rotomat ® industrial carousel

Lockomat ®

The Hanel Rotomat® is the optimal filing system
for office and administration.

Each Hanel Rotomat® is designed according to
the tried-and-tested Ferris wheel model (vertical
carousel principle) which means: goods to man
and not man to goods.

The Hanel Lockomat® is the ideal storage system
for safe and secure provisioning of small parts, tools,
electronic components, medicines, etc.

Folders, index cards or files – the Hanel Rotomat®
keeps them all in order. It finds the right file from
among thousands of hanging folders and retrieves
it in seconds flat. The powerful Hanel microprocessor control systems enable the Rotomat® to be
networked directly with a PC. All Rotomat® office
carousels are also available in a version suitable
for disabled operators.

The compact design enables up to 60 % more
storage capacity to be created on a minimal
footprint by making use of the available room
height: No two Hanel Rotomats® are the same,
because each task demands a precisely defined
solution.

User authentication is provided by ID card, PIN code
or optionally by transponder. The Hanel Lockomat®
can be used in a wide range of sectors: the chemical
industry, banking, pharmacies, etc.: wherever items
that look the same on the outside but are entirely
different on the inside need to be stored and retrieved
quickly and without error.

The Intelligent Hanel Control
and Software Technology

Innovative ideas. Sound technology. Flexible systems

Lean-Lift ®

Multi-Space®

The Hanel Lean-Lift® is both storage rationalization and goods protection in one. At the
centre of the ‘cabinet’ is a computer-controlled
positioning lift – called the ‘extractor’. In front
of it and behind it are the storage shelves. This
is where the articles are kept in containers.

Hanel has optimized the principle of 3-axis
storage systems with the Hanel Multi-Space®.
In addition to the many advantages of the Hanel
Lean-Lift technology, the Hanel Multi-Space®
offers maximum flexibility, speed and use of
space.

The storage locations are accessed automatically under electronic control by the extractor.
It stores or retrieves the requested container.
The operator works comfortably in the retrieval
area where the goods are presented at the
correct ergonomic height.

With its advanced technology, Hanel is able to
offer a 3-axis storage system over 9 m in width.
The Hanel Multi-Space® can even be varied in
width and height once installed – an innovation
from Hanel!
Even the number of retrieval points is variable
and can be changed at any time.

The intelligent Hanel control and
software technology
Our strength lies in our know-how. Because only
object-related, practice-oriented microprocessor
control units can offer you a complete storage
management system. Hanel storage systems can
also be controlled via a computer interface, of
course. Hook-up to enterprise resource planning
systems is no problem. Hanel also offers software
solutions for individual requirements.
HanelSoft® for example is a powerful software
package that can be tailored to any customer’s
needs.

Hänel
Büro- und Lagersysteme
P. O. Box 1161
D - 74173 Bad Friedrichshall
Tel. 0 7136 / 2 77 – 0
Fax 0 7136 / 27 72 01
E-mail: info@haenel.de
www.hanelworldwide.com
Hänel
Büro- und Lagersysteme
Bafflesstrasse 21
CH - 9450 Altstätten SG
Tel. 0 71/ 7 57 30 80
Fax 0 71/ 7 57 30 85
E-mail: info@haenel.ch
www.haenel.ch
Hanel Systèmes
Europarc · 139, Chemin des Bassins
F - 94035 Créteil Cédex
Tél. 01 4513 9610
Fax 01 4513 9613
E-mail: hanel@hanel.fr
www.hanel.fr
Hänel
Kantoor- en Magazijnsystemen
De Linie 3 D
NL- 2905 AX Capelle a/d IJssel
Tel. 010 / 450 44 50
Fax 010 / 450 35 77
E-mail: info@haenel.nl
www.haenel.nl
Hanel
Storage Systems
121 Industry Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15275
Tel. (412) 787 – 3444
Fax (412) 787 – 3744
E-mail: info@hanel.us
www.hanel.us

Experience Hanel live
with the new Hanel Double-CD.
Simply request!
Hanel Intralogistics

– Branch of Industry
– Task

Hanel Intralogistics
The Hanel Group
Hanel
System Advantages
The Hanel Systems
Hanel References
Hanel Serv
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Innovative ideas. Sound technology. Flexible systems
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